The Nomad Arab Camel Breeding Tribes
of the Sudan
are generally full of milk at this period, the women folk
often accompany the herds so as to get the benefit of the
milk. In the far north-west, the camels go off to what
is known as the " gizu." The " gizu " is a coarse green
grass which comes up after the rains, and while grazing
on it the camels require no water. The conditions on the
" gizu " grazing are hard for the herdsmen. There is no
water supply, the cold is intense, and there is a marked
scarcity of firewood. Further, there is always a chance
of attack from the Gur'an, Bedayat, and other western
raiders. So it is only the hardiest youths who are sent out.
CUSTOMS
Marriage and Divorce
When a man wishes to marry a girl, he sends a deputa-
tion (" agawid ") to her father.    The deputation address
him " Abu Fulana " (father of the girl named so-and-so)
and inform him that they want his daughter as wife for
the suitor whom they represent.    The father invariably
replies to their request by saying   " In sha Allah IcJieir "
(" God willing all will be well,") and asks for a period in
which he may consult his  relations.    A council of the
latter is held, and if none of the girl's cousins want her
in marriage, and if there is no objection to the suitor,
the girl's father on the date appointed informs the suitor's
" agawid"  that  he is  willing to  give  his   daughter  in
marriage.    They then go to fix up the " mahr " (dowry),
with the bride's mother.    The bride's people try to get as
much as they can, while the suitor's  " agawid "   try to
give as little as possible.    Finally, a compromise is reached
and the bride's people generally forego part of the agreed
sum.    This is called " diyafa"    Nowadays, £10-£20 and
a number of camels is a usual " mahr " among the nomads,
but, of course, circumstances vary.    After the " mahr "
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